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1.
a) Design an ER diagram describing the following domain:

i) A Person has attributes pid (key) and name
ii) A Skier is a type of Person with attribute aptitude
iii) A Snowboarder is a type of Skier
iv) An Equipment has attributes Sid (key) and model
v) A Snowboard is a type of Equipment
vi) A PairOfSkis is a type of Equipment
vii)A Skier owns zero or more PairOfSkis. The ownership relation has a

purchase-price. A PairOfSkis owned by at most one Skier
viii) A Snowboarder owns zero or more snowboards. The ownership relation

has a purchase-price. A Snowboard is owned by at most one Snowboarder.
ix) A Person can rent a PairOfSkies or a snowboard. A Person cannot rent more

than one PairOfSkis or Snowboard at the same time. A Person cannot rent a
PairOfSkis or Snowboard at the same time. A piece of Equipment can be
rented by at most one Person at a time.

b) Draw the relational model and network model corresponding to the above ER
diagram with proper justification.

c) How many-many relationship is implemented in hierarchical data model.
(3+2+1)

2.
a) Prove that if a relation has only one key, it is in BCNF if and only if it is in 3NF.

b) Given a relational scheme R(W, X Y, Z). Prove or disprove the following inference
rules.

i) X-+Y, W-+Zand YeW, implyX-+Z
ii) XZ-+Y,X-+Wand ZeW, implyX-+Y.

c) While decomposing a relational scheme into sub relations, between the properties of
dependency preservation and lossless join, which one must be satisfied? Justify your
answer.

(2+2+2)
Cont...



3.
a) Consider a relational scheme R(A, B, C, D, E, F) with FDs

{C--A, AE--B, BF--C, CD--EF, EF--AD}.
Find a BCNF decomposition of R. Does it preserve dependency? Justify your
answer.

b) For a relational scheme R, given a set of FDs F. Give an efficient algorithm to
compute the closure of a set of attributes X under F. Illustrate your algorithm with
one example.

c) Defme multi-valued dependency. For a relational scheme R(X Y, Z) prove that if
X -+-+ Y and Y-+-+ Z, imply X -+-+ (Z- iJ.

(2+2+2)
4.
a) Consider the following database:

SUPPLIER (S_id, S_name, S_address);
BOOK (ace_no, year _o/pub, bookname);
USER (cardno, u_name, u_address);
SUPPLY (ace no, S_id, price, date_oLsupply, quantity)

and BORROW (acc_no, card_no, date_oLissue).
Express the following queries in Relational Algebra and SQL:

(i) Display the name of suppliers who have supplied all the books issued to
user "XYZ".

(ii) List the name of users who have not issued any book after 1 July, 2015.
(iii) Display the name of the book which has maximum number of copies in

the library.
(2+2+2)

5.
a) For two non-null relations R and S where arity of R is greater than arity of S, show

how R-'c-Scan be computed using fundamental operations of relational algebra.
b) How domain relational calculus differ from tuple relational calculus? If R(A, B) and

S(A, C) are relational schemes, express the following query in domain relational
calculus:

IT2 (0" Ao'a'"Bo'b' (R) U0"A.'a'vC-'x' (S)).
c) With reference to tuple relational calculus, define universal quantifier and existential

quantifier and their use. If R(A, B) and S(C, D) are relational schemes, express
ITI,.(0"2_3 (R x S))

in tuple relation calculus.
(2+2+2)
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